Kontaveit blitzes into quarters with win over Kerber

By Yasmin Jadali

A nnett Kontaveit seems to have developed a habit of winning games in a hurry. The 25-year-old Estonian, who reached the fourth round of the Australian Open runner-up Jessica Pegula’s rich vein of form, claimed her third-straight WTA title, this time in a one-sided, straight-sets victory over former Wimbledon and French Open champ Angelique Kerber in the quarter-finals of the Qatar Total Open at the Khalifa International Tennis and Squash Complex. The 13th edition of a rivalry dating back to 2008. "Definitely I have to take it match by match," she said. "I have been playing confident and positively this week. I think, I know, you’ve been working out those two matches," she said.

Talking about facing tougher opponents as the tournament progresses, she said there is no pressure on her. "I think the tournament is very strong. I don’t think I have to force anything. You just have to play your game and enjoy the game," she said.

Kontaveit, who is coming off a finals appearance in Doha last month, took the first two sets 6-3, 6-2, finishing off the match in just over an hour.

"I have a disappointing Australian Open campaign. I have worked a lot on and off court and I think I played well, as well. I hope to build on that now," she added.

Kontaveit wrapped up the first set in 42 minutes, ousting Madison Keys, before No.4 seed Kvitova cruised past lucky loser Misaki Doi, 6-2, 6-1.

Kontaveit was No.1 in the world in 2020, but has hit a few roadblocks since. She lost in the first round of the Australian Open and US Open, but has found her form recently, claiming her second quarter-final of the 2021 season. She lost in the quarter-finals of the Qatar Total Open in 2019, but has reached the semi-finals of each of the last two editions of the tournament. She is currently ranked No.17 in the world.

Kvitova claimed quarter-final spots with comfortable straight-sets wins earlier in the tournament, but there was little danger of that yesterday. The Czech fended off Kerber’s serve twice. Set two started in a similar way, with Kontaveit pocketing the first two games to take the lead, 2-0.

Kerber conversion only 1-12 from a break point, compared with Kontaveit’s 2-2.

"I think I have a lot of experience and I’ve been working out those two matches," she said.

Kerber converted her first forehand break point of the match to grab the lead. She held her serve and broke Kontaveit’s serve at the start of the second set to take the lead, 3-0.

"I think I have a lot of experience and I’ve been working out those two matches," she said.

Kontaveit said. "I think Kerber was the better player in the first set, but I felt I was playing good tennis. I was happy with the way I served out the match, as well," Kontaveit said.

Kontaveit wrapped up the first set yesterday in 23 minutes after finding Kerber’s serve twice, Kerber and Kontaveit have met four times before, with Kerber winning three of the matches. Kontaveit said: "I don’t think you really think about expectation it’s going to be a slam match. It was all too brief. Kontaveit cruised to victory as she netted out of 12 consecutive points from 2-4 down. But it was all too brief. Kontaveit netted out of 12 consecutive points from 2-4 down. But it was all too brief. Kontaveit netted out of 12 consecutive points from 2-4 down. But it was all too brief. Kontaveit netted out of 12 consecutive points from 2-4 down. But it was all too brief.

It’s an important win for Kontaveit, who has played a handful of matches this season so far. "I have a disappointing Australian Open campaign. I have worked a lot on and off court and I think I played well, as well. I hope to build on that now," she added.

Kvitova, though, was unable to hold her serve at 3-0. The German, ranked two places behind Kontaveit, broke Kerber’s serve twice. Set two started in a similar way, with Kontaveit pocketing the first two games to take the lead, 2-0.

"I think I have a lot of experience and I’ve been working out those two matches," she said.
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Olympic medal is the even as Mirza reaches Qatar semis

By Sports Reporter

Doubles semi-finals of the Qatar Equestrian Complex were scheduled for April 2. Now five years after the 1,300m contest with ease.

The gelding won for the first time in 12 starts for the gelding who above, edging out Bughanaim— and Subaiya Awad Ibrahim’s against his 11th winner of the sea-

Anas al-Seyabi that was astride Injaaz Stud’s Khafooq capped the treble for the jockey, when

The outburst came towards the end of a tense performance

The rankings, a determinant factor in the ATP tour, are calculated every Monday from 9am to 10am, using the same system as the WTA, by awarding 1000 points to the number one player on the list.

The APF has also announced that it will offer $50,000 to the player who wins the tournament, with 50% of the prize money being donated to the Qatar Olympic Committee.

In the column of Al Shaqab we see the player's change in his

American players (John Isner and Reilly Opelka) recently hit out at the ATP management for not taking safety cuts while allergies hit hard for lower-ranked players.
Al Arabi clash in Al Sadd set up with the first goal in the 25th minute, then substitute Yousuf Abdurisag netted a minute later. Akram Afif then made it 3-0 to Doha.

By Sports Reporter

The 30-year-old was named the national team head coach last year, the first to coach the Balkan nation's Football Association since it became independent in 1991.

The former Yugoslavia midfielder for Serbia has also played for Spanish clubs such as Real Madrid and Barcelona, as well as the national team.

The third goal arrived just before the half-time kick.

The win leaves Serbia third with 36 points from 10 games, 10 points behind Portugal and France, and 13 points clear of last-placed Israel.

In February 2021, Ronaldo scored 10 goals in 12 appearances for Juventus, including a hat-trick in a 6-1 victory over Spezia in his 600th career game.

Ronaldo is the only player to score 100 goals in the Champions League, as well as the top scorer in the competition with 17 goals in the 2019-20 campaign.

Portugal has traditionally struggled to win silverware, despite possessing some of Europe’s greatest players in recent years.

Ronaldo became the first to score 11 goals in a single Champions League campaign, and has now surpassed the 100-goal mark in the competition.

Former midfielder Stojkovic takes over as Serbia coach
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Decision on foreign fans at Tokyo Games this month: organisers

We really need to think long and hard about mutant strains of the virus

FOOTBALL

Klopp threatens to withdraw players from WC qualifiers

Atletico extremely happy at Arsenal, dismisses links to Barcelona

FOCUS

Solskjaer vows ‘responsible’ transfer business at Man Utd

DOPING

Russian skater banned for 10 yrs

Russian figure skating star Evgenia Medvedeva has been banned for 10 years for violating anti-doping rules after breaking her own world record five months prior to the Olympics.

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) announced that Medvedeva had broken anti-doping rules. In a statement, the IOC said: “Following an investigation by the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), we have determined that Evgenia Medvedeva has engaged in a violation of the anti-doping rules and that she should be ineligible for a period of 10 years.”

Medvedeva was one of the most promising athletes at the upcoming Winter Olympics in Beijing. She had won two Olympic medals in the 2018 Winter Olympics, including a gold medal in the team ice dance. However, her performance in the 2022 Winter Olympics was marred by a doping scandal.

The IOC’s decision was based on evidence provided by WADA. The agency had conducted a thorough investigation and found that Medvedeva had violated anti-doping rules by using a banned substance. The IOC agreed with WADA’s findings and decided to ban Medvedeva for 10 years.

The ban affects all aspects of her career, including her eligibility to compete in future Olympic Games and other international competitions. Medvedeva’s ban is the most severe punishment meted out to an athlete for a doping violation.

Medvedeva has denied the allegations and has said that she will appeal the decision. However, the IOC has stated that it will not hear appeals from athletes who violate anti-doping rules.

The ban is likely to have a significant impact on Medvedeva’s career. She had been considered one of the most promising athletes in the sport and had been seen as a potential gold medal contender for the 2022 Winter Olympics. However, her career is now in jeopardy and she will have to serve a 10-year ban before she can compete again.

The decision has been met with mixed reactions. While some have praised the IOC for taking a strong stance against doping, others have criticized the decision as being too harsh and have called for a more lenient approach.

The ban is likely to have a significant impact on the sport of figure skating. Medvedeva was considered one of the most exciting and innovative skaters in the sport and her absence will be felt by all fans of figure skating.

Despite the ban, Medvedeva’s legacy is likely to be remembered. She was a true athlete who had dedicated her life to the sport and had achieved great success. Her talent and dedication will be remembered by fans of figure skating for years to come.

The ban is a reminder of the importance of anti-doping rules in sports. It shows that athletes who violate these rules will be punished, regardless of their achievements or success in the sport.

The IOC’s decision is a clear message to all athletes that doping will not be tolerated and that those who violate anti-doping rules will face severe consequences.

The ban is a step forward in the fight against doping in sports. It shows that the IOC is committed to ensuring a level playing field for all athletes and that it will not tolerate doping in any form.
LeBron eclipsed as Suns down Lakers

“The team have stayed together when they easily could have been pulled apart by the noise.”

LeBron James exploded for 38 points in the Lakers’ 112-107 win over the Suns to grab the lead in the Western Conference Finals. He joined Giannis Antetokounmpo and the Bucks in the NBA Finals after the Suns were eliminated.

NBA

LeBron eclipsed as Suns down Lakers

The Miami Dolphins have in- formed Miami Heat guard Kyle Lowry that he will undergo season-ending foot surgery on Tuesday. The move well could save the Miami Heat $21 million over the 2021-22 season. Heat president Pat Riley confirmed the news, saying Lowry, who was acquired from Toronto on Aug. 4, needs to have surgery on his injured left foot. The Heat offered support during Lowry’s absence. Riley spoke during the Heat’s practice for Wednesday’s Game 4 of the NBA Finals against the Milwaukee Bucks.

Los Angeles

Hutton's stick.

Buffalo Sabres center Tage Thompson has re-signed with the Sabres on a three-year, $15 million contract. Thompson, a former second-round pick, has struggled in his first two full seasons in the NHL. In 69 games this season, he has five goals and five assists for 10 points. The Sabres have been low on healthy forwards this season due to injuries and poor playing.

The Sabres tied a season high with 32 shots on goal for Thompson’s second career NHL hat trick.

Thompson scored his second NHL goal in the first period when he snapped a breakaway shot past goaltender Michael Houser. He added a third-period goal to give the Sabres a 5-1 lead.

Rangers

The New York Rangers have acquired center Peter Stastny from the Vegas Golden Knights in exchange for a conditional draft pick.

Stastny, a 37-year-old center, has five goals and 16 assists in 48 games this season. He has played for the St. Louis Blues, Nashville Predators and Vegas Golden Knights in his career.

The Rangers have acquired Stastny in hopes of strengthening their depth at center.

The acquisition of Stastny adds depth to the Rangers’ roster, which has struggled to find consistent offensive production.

The Rangers have struggled to score consistently throughout the season, finishing 15th in the NHL in goals scored.

The addition of Stastny could provide a boost to the Rangers’ offense, which has struggled to generate scoring opportunities.

The Rangers are currently fourth in the Metropolitan Division standings, one point ahead of the New Jersey Devils for fourth place.

The Rangers have six games left in the regular season, with three against the Devils and three against the New York Islanders.

The Rangers need to pick up wins in their remaining games to secure a playoff spot.

The Rangers are currently two points behind the Islanders for third place in the Metropolitan Division.

The Islanders have eight games left in the regular season, with five against the Rangers and three against the Devils.

The Rangers need to win two of their remaining six games to secure a playoff spot.

The Rangers are currently five points behind the Islanders for second place in the Metropolitan Division.

The Islanders have seven games left in the regular season, with five against the Rangers and two against the Devils.

The Islanders need to win three of their remaining seven games to secure a playoff spot.

The Rangers are currently 11 points behind the Islanders for first place in the Metropolitan Division.

The Islanders have 10 games left in the regular season, with six against the Rangers and four against the Devils.

The Islanders need to win five of their remaining 10 games to secure a playoff spot.

The Rangers are currently 15 points behind the Islanders for first place in the Metropolitan Division.
Levenko stuns fanciedPitchford, Harmomo cruises

World Table Tennis also supports international training camp with 85 players
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FORMULA 1

Eight title bid will not decide my future: Hamilton

Lewis Hamilton said the outcome of the bid for a record eighth world championship this season would not affect his career decisions.

“Six is a massive number,” Hamilton told The Times on Thursday. “I have a record of 11 drivers, so that’s a very special achievement.”

The Briton, awarded a knighthood last year, had a record 25 podiums in 2021, the most successful driver.

“If you’re not going for titles, I feel loved racing and I think that’s enough for me,” Hamilton said. “There’s no way in the world that I ever want to come back and not be doing that. So, it was a little longer than I would like it to be probably, not to be honest. But I think that’s necessary to go to the breaking factor whether I stop or keep going,” added the sport’s most successful driver.

Hamilton has been a win-ner's banquet stock in recent years, retaining his world championship title for most of the season. He is currently on a record-breaking streak of 11 wins in a row at the start of the season, a new record.

“Every year you come back and you’re trying to win,” Hamilton told The Times. “You go to training camps and you work hard and you try to keep that winning mentality. It’s a little bit longer than I would like it to be probably, but I think it’s necessary to go to the breaking factor whether I stop or keep going.”

Fowler ‘grinding through’ tough stretch

Roger Salamon told French radio RTL. Galthie was one of five staff members to test positive for Covid-19 after France’s second Cup even if it is postponed un-til 2022 because of the Covid-19 pandemic.

If we don’t love racing, if all you’re going for is titles, I feel loved racing and I think that’s enough for me. — Lewis Hamilton

The championship shown by the names of the year’s world champions at the end of the season is the World Table Tennis Championships. The event is a major tournament in the sport of table tennis.

In terms of the Games’ win-ner, the tournament is known as the Individual Championships. The event is a major tournament in the sport of table tennis.

The tournaments in Qatar are held under strict health and safety guidelines, with the players and officials adhering to the health system.

Meanwhile, Mezőházy said: “We’re happy to have this opportunity to return the game’s activities again to the best pos-sible state. This international training camp is the first of its kind organized by WTT and we are proud that it will be scheduled to take place in Nepal. The players will be participating in the camp and divided into several groups, with group coaching of 16 players.”

The tournaments in Qatar are being held under strict health and safety guidelines, with the players and officials adhering to the health system. The confidence shown by the names of the year’s world champions at the end of the season is the World Table Tennis Championships. The event is a major tournament in the sport of table tennis.

The tournaments in Qatar are being held under strict health and safety guidelines, with the players and officials adhering to the health system.
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Kohli credits success to not grumbling about Test pitches

‘There is always too much noise and much conversation about spinning tracks’

England captain Joe Root (46 not out) was pleased with his team’s win in the opening Test against New Zealand in Christchurch.

“I think if we could just enjoy the win for what it was, then we could concentrate on how we can improve,” Root said after the match.

India’s opening Test had been delayed due to the coronavirus pandemic, and the tourists were looking to bounce back from a disappointing tour of England last year.

Kohli credited the team’s success to the players not grumbling about the Test pitches.

“Kohli insisted that when India lost a Test in New Zealand last year in three days, “we all know what we’ve been talking about in the media, which is always a topic that is dominating the news. People are not focusing on so many other things that are happening in the game.”

Kohli said the focus was to keep making runs and take the game properly. “It’s just about being level headed. “I think about the fact that if we’ve played three Tests in New Zealand and we’re only a day and a half behind the New Zealanders in the series, it’s a great opportunity for us to sweep them.”

But Root acknowledged that there were challenges for the team.

“Recovery from Covid is always going to be difficult,” he said. “But the guys have done their homework, and we’re looking forward to another Test in three weeks’ time.”

Root also praised the performance of debutant Dom Bess, who took four wickets in the second innings.

“The writing was very much on the wall for us,” he said. “We were outplayed in the first innings, but we came back at them in the second innings, and we’re looking forward to another Test in three weeks’ time.”

England beat New Zealand by an innings and 150 runs on day four of the second Test at Headingley in Leeds, to lead the four-match series 2-0.
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molest strict health protec-
tions. It also reflects a commitment
to bringing in teams from abroad
and organised according to the highest
standards.

The shakedown tests kick proceed-
ings off tomorrow at Losail Circuit with
factory test riders and rookies on track,
with the riders and teams while they partici-
pate in the pre-season testing and two
months' worth of points to give each team
the opportunity to organise according to the highest
standards, and keep everyone safe.

The addition to the health measures,
non technical home and safety experts
are working regularly to check every part
of the circuit to ensure the safety of the horses and riders while they partici-
pate in the pre-season testing and two
to March 26 to 28, before the Doha Grand Prix takes place a week later.

MotoGP riders and officials will be present in Qatar about the activity
of March, with the Losail International Circuit set to host from March 1 to 2 or the
pre-season testing and from March 16 to 21.

The 2021 season will then get under-
way, with the Losail International Circuit
with the Qatar Grand Prix to be held from March 26 to 28, before the Doha Grand Prix – a recent addition to the calendar – to take place a week later.

Qatar 2021 MotoGP meeting is expected to bring in 150 riders and 2000
people to the circuit. The first day is to be reserved for the MotoGP class –
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